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Abstract: There has long been interest in variable resolution modeling to support militaty 
analysis for a broad range of interest areas. Despite the ever-present desire for models of 
greaterfidelity at the expense of analysis and computation resources, models of moderate to 
low fidelity are still required at many levels of decision-making. Problems can arise due to 
the issue of consistency among the family of models used for analysis. To address this and 
other problems, models of variable resolution have been suggested. However, such 
variable resolution architectures inherently cawy their own set of issues which must be 
resolved in order to be useful. First, what are the structural requirements for a variable 
resolution model; and second, how are interactions between entities governed, especially 
when the entities have dferent resolutions? This paper addresses these issues and 
discusses key mechanisms needed to develop a variable resolution combat simulation that 
meets several core requirements for such models: seamless aggregation/disaggregation, 
appropriate interactions between entities of direring resolution, and control of the 
aggregationldisaggregation process. 

Introduction 

Models and simulations are developed to support the decision-making activities of people 
faced with complex problems or situations. Models can be used to make predictions, 
evaluate alternatives, gain insight into phenomenology, test scenarios, and make a variety 
of judgments about the world. The intent is to capture via a mathematical and logical 
abstraction, the behavior of a real world system (either actual or projected). Naturally, 
different people have differing needs with respect to the fidelity of a model. By fidelity is 
meant the accuracy of the model output compared to the output of the real system when the 
inputs are reasonably the same. OR confused with fidelity is the notion of resolution, a 
structural or representational property of a simulation (model and simulation will be used 
interchangeably, although differences exist between the two notions). Resolution of a 
simulation is roughly defined to be the level of detail in a model. There are many 
dimensions to resolution, including process, state, logical dependencies, time, and space 
[Davis93]. For example, in a combat simulation, a combat unit consists of a collection of 
subordinate units (companies containing platoons) and the subordinate units are composed 
of individual weapon systems andor vehicles (platoons containing tanks). If the individual 
companies interact with each other without appeal to the independent actions of its 
components, then the resolution is at the company level, e.g., individual tanks do not 
interact one-on-one. However, if tanks do engage other individual tanks one-on-one, 
without appeal to the independent actions of its components, then the resolution is at the 
tank (itedsystem) level, e.g., the independent actions of the crew members and tank parts 
(turret, sensors, weapon systems, engine, transmission, tracks, munitions, etc.) are 
computed to enable the tank-on-tank engagement. 
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. 
Aggregation and Disaggregation 
Models which use entities composed of other entities are termed aggregate models 
[Rumbaugh]. Others prefer to state that aggregation implies the summing or otherwise 
collecting of variables together to form a single variable and apply the word “composition” 
to the practice of representing model entities from lower level components pavis93, 
Ziegler]. The Distributed Interactive Simulation @IS) Steering Committee states 

“...Aggregation is generally applied to unit models in which some or all 
platforms and vehicles are treated as organizations of platforms (e.9. 
flights, convoys, squads) and are not individually distinguished.” [DIS 
Vision 931 

It has been suggested that an analogy of aggregation is that of perspective, in time or space, 
Le., of taking a broader look [Kester]. The inverse of aggregation is then taking a closer 
look and examining process and structure in finer detail. The common theme is that 
aggregation is a modeling approach, albeit a common one, to trade off computational 
expense for model fidelity. As has been often been stated elsewhere, the art of modeling is 
not in selecting what to model and represent, but in choosing what to leave out. The 
concept of capturing structure and organization via aggregation in a modeled entity is only 
part of the picture. The expanded concept is addressed by the DIS Steering Committee: 

“The tactical state of higher-level, abstract entities (platoons, companies, 
battalions, etc.) cannot be described simply in terms of the physical 
objects comprised by that unit. The tactical state of a unit includes such 
factors as its posture, readiness, intent, objectives, and knowledge of the 
tactical state of supporting and opposing units.” [DIS Vision 931 

The purpose of aggregation is to represent an organization of lesser entities along with a 
characterizing set of state variables to enable a model perspective at an appropriate level of 
representational granularity with the explicit intent to sacrifice the additional detail required 
for higher resolution or fidelity. Disaggregation is the inverse operation of aggregation, 
Le., it is the replacement of an aggregate with its subordinate entities and ancillary 
structures required to change the resolution of the model. 

Fidelity and Resolution 
The notions of fidelity and resolution are correlated pavis93, Palmore, Ziegler]. A model 
may have high resolution but low fidelity and, occasionally, a model of low resolution may 
be considered to have high fidelity. It is not true that high resolution logically implies high 
fidelity, although that is frequently the case. It can be argued CDavis92, Davis93, Hillestad] 
that aggregated models are essential for certain levels of decision-making. At the same time 
it must be allowed that multiple levels of resolution to support analysis in complex 
simulation domains are also needed. The low fidelity, highly aggregated models are 
enabled and accredited by the existence of relatively high fidelity, high resolution models 
which illuminate the key cause and effect relationships. Early versions of variable 
resolution models, existing as families of related models, were not integrated, but were 
perceived as distinct models of increasing resolution and fidelity and correspondingly 
decreasing scope. Typically the high resolution models would be used to develop the data 
for the next level lower resolution model. This approach often led to inconsistencies in the 
models. As an example, for ground forces, attrition calculations based on an itedsystem 
representation is quite different than the Lanchester equations-based attrition used at higher 
levels of aggregation [Horrigan]. While aggregation is essential for certain analyses, it is 
equally necessary that high resolution models exist [Davis93], leading to the inference that 
a variable resolution model within a single architecture that enables seamless changes in 
resolution is desirable. 
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Problem Definition 
The issue quickly becomes how to employ variable resolution in any but an ad hoc fashion. 
Historically, variable resolution models typically “linked” to models of higher (or lower) 
resolution to enable portions of the battlefield to be modeled at differing resolutions. An 
example is EagleBDS-D Butchinson, Karr941 where Eagle, an Army Corps combat 
simulation, allowed a company-size unit to “disaggregate” into its constituent itendsystems 
which were then instantiated as DIS entities in the BDS-D (Battlefield Distributed 
Simulation - Developmental) protocol. In the DIS world, itedsystems such as tanks 
engaged in combat either with interactive inputs from a human controller or directed by a 
semi-autonomous s o h a r e  agent. Losses due to direct fire attrition were calculated in the 
DIS domain and reported to the Eagle simulation which maintained a surrogate aggregate 
unit, a “ghost”, which interacted in a limited extent with other units in the Eagle domain. 
The surrogate “aggregated” (Le. summed) results from the DIS simulation domain and 
made them available to command units within Eagle. The surrogate received command and 
control information from higher echelon units in Eagle and “disaggregated” the information 
for the itendsystem entities in BDS-D. Both direct and indirect fire attrition for the 
disaggregated unit elements were calculated within the DIS domain. As a rule, 
disaggregated units could not interact with aggregate units, nor vice versa, except that 
certain indirect fires could originate from aggregated ground units and be targeted at 
disaggregated forces. Although conceptually feasible, direct fire between an disaggregated 
unit and an aggregated unit was disallowed in EagleBDS-D. When simulation entities of 
different resolution interact, the process is termed a cross-resolution interaction. Same 
resolution interactions are the norm in combat modeling because they are readily 
understandable. Yet cross-resolution interactions are not at all rare. 

As an approach to a variable resolution model, the EagleBDS-D experiment was a limited 
success. Disaggregation was possible (in fact, mandatory) within a selected terrain area. 
Entity interactions were constrained to be of the same resolution, ignoring the potential of 
cross-resolution interactions. Rather than integrating functionally within a single 
architecture, two very different architectures were linked using specially programmed 
interface modules. On the other hand, it demonstrated the feasibility of variable resolution 
modeling and showed the value of applying high resolution models to key spatial areas of a 
scenario while using low resolution in less important areas. It is an early example of how to 
exploit a variable resolution model to allocate analyst and computation resources on the 
critical areas of a scenario. 

An alternative approach to variable resolution simulation has been suggested pavis92, 
Reynolds] termed “internally hierarchical variable resolution“ in which the model can 
change resolution based on internal hierarchies of structure and function, or on an 
integrated hierarchical family of models. Although little is said about the constructibility of 
such a model, the point is made that such models have the potential for high payoff in terms 
of enabling more apt analysis [Hillestad]. For a given combat simulation scenario, the 
ability to constrain resources at a coarse level of resolution while at the same time 
supporting fine resolution modeling of key resources or entities, will provide a substantial 
improvement in analysis capabilities. This concept can run the gamut from the point where 
all levels of resolution are explicitly maintained and updated at some expense of 
computational resources [Natrajan], to switching between models [Hutchinson]. 

Conceptually, the development of an integrated variable resolution model for military 
combat seems straightforward. Entities in the military domain have strong organizational 
components to support aggregation and disaggregation. Many attempts to create such 
models thus far have met with limited success [Davis92, Reynolds]. Some problems have 
emerged from these attempts, notably temporal inconsistency, chaining of resolution 
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changes, and computational resource efficiency [Natrajan]. Any credible integrated variable 
resolution model (Le., not a family of models crudely linked) must address these problems 
effectively. 

The mechanisms suggested in this paper to support a variable resolution simulation 
architecture are addressed in terms of the effect on each problem. The key issue is how to 
maintain multiple states for each level w i t h  the organizational hierarchy of the simulation. 
An approach similar to the UNlFY concept [Natrajan] is developed. Once the issue of 
maintaining multiple states as a function of resolution is satisfactorily addressed, it 
influences the problem of temporal inconsistency, which is basically a temporal 
discontinuity in the state of an entity induced by a change in model resolution. Chaining of 
resolution changes is controlled by asserting that no simulation entity inherently requires a 
change in resolution to resolve an interaction with another entity, even if it is of differing 
resolution, and by providing a control structure for defining allowable entity interactions 
based on the relative resolutions of the entities. Finally, computation resource efficiency is 
viewed from a perspective which encompasses the software, the analyst, the analysis team, 
and software developers. All of these resources are needed to enable analysis for a given 
military issue. Efficiency derives fiom using each resource component in a synergistic 
manner to reduce the overall cost of the analysis. The primary tool in enabling efficiency is 
the efficacious use of the control structure on entity interactions and the preferential use of 
cross-resolution interactions where high resolution interaction is not required for analysis. 

A Composable Architecture to Support Variable Resolution 

To support hierarchical variable resolution, a functional requirement is for a simulation 
entity to be able to disaggregate into a representation of finer resolution, or to aggregate 
along with other entities, into a composite object of coarser resolution. This requirement is 
termed composability. Composability also has important ramifications in that it implies that 
an analysis problem can appeal less to existing simulations which may have a set of 
required systems, entities, representations, and functions, and more to a menu of 
simulation objects and entities which can be precisely mixed and matched to the exact 
composition required to achieve the purpose of the analysis. In principle, composability 
supplants the notion of confederations of models. Models need not be hierarchical, and 
certainly model confederations are not. In a confederation architecture, the analyst is limited 
to the few representational choices embodied in the available models and the consequent 
resource requirements. The rationale for confederations of models basically uses an 
argument for cost effective use of existing models by constructing a infrastructure to 
support inter-model communications. The rationale for composable, hierarchically variable 
resolution models is rooted in the need for better, more focused analysis based on an 
accredited suite of interoperable entity models [Michelsen]. 

Hierarchical CompositiodDecomposition 
What is resolution? In general it is a measure of the representational granularity of an object 
in a simulation. The more detail represented, the higher the resolution. It has been defined 
for mathematical modeling simply as a scale [Palmore] and for combat modeling as a 
complex multi-faceted concept involving multiple dimensions [Davis93]. Given E, the set 
of all simulation entities, let C,, C,, ..., C, be an ordered set of equivalence classes defined 
over E. Two entities, e, and e2, are of the same resolution if they both belong to the same 
equivalence class. If e, E Ci and e2 E Cj, where i>j, then there are i-j levels of resolution 
separating e, and e2. Assume that the equivalence class index j increases with increasing 
resolution. The highest resolution entity is said to have level-n resolution, while other 
aggregate entities are level-1,level-2, and so on up to level-(n-1). To achieve hierarchical 
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composition, a level-i entity must be composed of entities of level-(i+l) or greater, where i 
< n. Let L be the tree that defines the possible hierarchical relationships among entity types. 

If e, E C, and e2 E Cj, where e, contains or is constructed of e, then i<j . If e, E C, and ej E 
Cj, where i > j , and the two must interact within the simulation, then one of the following 
must occur: 1) e, and 5 engage in a cross-resolution interaction; or 2) e, and ej engage in a 
same resolution level interaction. In the first case, a cross-resolution interaction may exist at 
the current pairing of levels i and j or at some other pairing of resolution levels, say io and 
j,. In the second case, the same level interaction can be achieved by a) aggregating e, to 
level-j; b) disaggregating ej to level-i; or c) combining aggregation and disaggregation to 
some other level-k resolution (it is reasonable to constrain k to be less than or equal to i, 
although it is feasible that the interaction could be resolved at higher levels of resolution). 
The large number of possibilities for entity interactions in a hierarchical multi-resolution 
simulation illuminates the need to impose a control structure on the desired types of 
interactions. 

Let a be the aggregation operator and 6 be the disaggregation operator. For convenience let 
p: E -> { 1,2, ..., n} be the mapping that identifies the index of the equivalence class of an 
entity, Le., if e E E, then p(e) =i if and only if e E C,. If e is an entity in E, then assume 
that it has as a minimum the following: 

an essential set of state variables, S 
0 a method to invoke the disaggregation operator 

a method to invoke the aggregation operator 
a method to update essential state from disaggregated children 

S, the essential set of state variables, effectively must be defined in the context of a specific 
simulation entity. But S at a minimum includes knowledge of e’s own resolution level and 
constituent components. Let e be an aggregate entity with components e,, e2, ..., e,, then 

6(e) => { e,, e,, e,, ..., e,, }, where e, is the surrogate for e 
S = q(e) = cp(eo) = f(q(e,), cp(e,>, ..., cp(en)), where cp is the operator to 
derive essential state 

p(e) < p (ek) for k =1, 2, ..., n 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) e = a (eo> e,, e2,.*.,en 
(4) 

Relation (1) states that disaggregation generates a set of child entities plus a surrogate and 
removes (or suspends) e from the simulation, replacing it with its components. The initial 
essential state for each child is derived from the state of e plus potentially new information. 
As an example, a platoon of tanks may disaggregate into five distinct tank entities with 
locations, velocities, and orientation based on a standard template in corresponding to a 
doctrinal operational posture of the platoon. The new information involved in setting these 
essential state attributes could be based on local terrain characteristics. The essential state of 
the surrogate is exactly the essential state of e (Le., cp(eo) = <p(e)). The surrogate is 
transparent to the ground truth function, but operates to disseminate command and control 
information to child entities and transmit relevant state information to higher echelon 
entities. It is arguable that an aggregate entity must have an essential method to link 
interactions with the aggregate to the child entities, but this issue has not been fully 
resolved. Certainly other mechanisms can be employed to achieve the same function. 
Equation (2) requires that the essential state of e be a function of the essential state of its 
children. Equation (3) merely states that aggregation reconstitutes e based on the children 
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and the surrogate. The last equation asserts that no child of an aggregation process can have 
resolution less than the parent. 

Fidelity and Consistency 
As models are abstractions of real world phenomena, there is inherent error in every model. 
The fidelity of a model is its degree of accuracy. If R represents a real world process or 
system, it can be considered to map initial states & (inputs) into final states Re (outputs). 
Let M be a model of R. Since M is an abstraction, it cannot have exactly the same inputs or 
outputs. Instead, M uses “equivalent” abstractions, inputs I, for initial state %, and outputs 
0, for final state Re, Le., given inputs I to M the result is outputs 0. The fidelity of M to R 
is defined by the relationship that whenever a measure of distance between the initial state 
% and the model input I is less than R, Le., D, = m& , I) < R, then the resulting measure 
of distance between the final state Re and the model output 0 is less than A, Le., 
Do = m(R, , 0) < A, where mO is a selected metric and R and A are constants chosen by 
the model developer. For a hierarchical variable resolution model, fidelity is defined at each 
level of resolution, since each component represents a subsumed model of a process or 
entity. Thus for each equivalence class Cj, there are constants Rj and Aj such that if 
DT < Rj then Dd < Aj for j = 1,2, ..., n. It is a pragmatic consideration that 
A > A > ...> A n  to assure that aggregate models have less fidelity than high resolution 
models, Le., that using a high resolution model has a payoff in terms of improved fidelity. 

Consistency is the relative equivalency of the results of models at different resolution 
- m K L m e  an entity m o d d ~ W i ~ ~ u t i o n  with mputs 1, and resultant end 

state 0,. If e is modeled through disaggregation at level-k resolution, where k is greater 
than j, then some collection of level-k entities have a collective end state O{,), which upon 
aggregation becomes Oa({,)). For consistency in the aggregate, it is required that m(R, , 
Oa((,))) < Aj. By definition, it is already true that that m(R, , OJ < Aj. For complete 
consistency [Davis93], it is required that 0, = Oa((el), Le., the final state is the same whether 
achieved at low resolution or a higher resolution. Complete consistency means that the 
outputs of the simulation are invariant with respect to resolution. For a variable resolution 
model, it is expected that consistency in the aggregate is maintained. In the case of cross- 
resolution interactions, the definition of consistency has not been formalized. In fact such a 
definition may have little relevance, as cross-resolution interaction, like aggregation, is a 
mechanism to trade-off computational resources for model fidelity. 

To support changes in resolution, there must be the ability to accommodate interactions via 
cross-resolution interactions or through invoking a dynamic change in the resolution of one 
or more of the interacting entities. In the case of cross-resolution interactions, the 
requirement is for properly modeled functionality at acceptable fidelity - there is no dynamic 
change in resolution for either entity. For dynamically changing resolution, the needs are 
more extensive. First, consider disaggregation, the dynamic change to a higher resolution. 
If an aggregate simulation entity is composed of N subordinate entities, then disaggregation 
spawns N entities coupled to a surrogate of the aggregate which is either removed or 
suspended from the simulation. The surrogate replaces the aggregate and emulates its 
functions and interfaces as required to maintain state and if necessary invoke the capabilities 
of the child entities. The surrogate is necessary to disseminate control idormation to 
subordinates and to provide summary state information for the conceptual aggregate &e., 
the concept of the aggregate entity) to higher echelons of control. The coupling between 
subordinates and the surrogate is a set of explicit links to child entities and is necessary to 
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support aggregation. The aggregation function collects the child entities, removes them 
from active participation in the simulation, and reinstates the aggregate entity with 
appropriate state derived from the surrogate and the child entities. 

Control for Changes in Resolution 
In a variable resolution model, entity interactions can either be resolved at the same level of 
resolution or at different levels via cross-resolution interaction. Control over the types of 
interactions provides the means to customize the simulation interactions to achieve the best 
mix of computational and analysis resources to the problem. The problem of controlling 
entity interactions in a variable resolution model architecture has largely been ignored. 
Variable resolution models to date have adopted the implicit assumption that interactions 
between simulation entities of differing resolution requires disaggregation of the lower 
resolution entity to the level of the highest resolution entity in the interaction. This 
assumption is a root cause of the problem of chaining resolution changes, Le., as one entity 
disaggregates to engage an entity of higher resolution, it sets off a cascade of 
disaggregations with other entities with which it is also in contact. However, cross- 
resolution interactions, a key mechanism to avert chaining of resolution changes, is not 
unknown. In a discussion in the 1995 Electronic Conference on Simulation, a comment 
[Calder] on a paper related how a cross-resolution interaction was used in the Joint 
Precision Strike Demonstration program (“deaggregation” in this context has the same 
meaning as disaggregation): 

“...we have linked Eagle and ModSAF together to provide an Army Corps 
size battle in order to perform precision strike artillery studies. ... we have 
an E8A aircraft with a JSTARS radar performing surveillance of the entire 
battlefield. It is simulated in ModSAF, and detects both DIS entities and 
Eagle aggregate units on the battlefield using its radar sensor model. It 
then internally deaggregates (i.e. ‘pseudo-deaggregates’) the detected 
aggregate units into their component entities to generate entity locations. 
... Using this scheme no deaggregation is required.“ 

In this case, a high resolution entity, the JSTARS, interacts with aggregate units to generate 
a list of component entity locations without resorting to disaggregation. While this cross- 
resolution interaction approach can lead to temporal inconsistency, it has certain 
computational advantages in that disaggregation was not required, i.e., spawning tens, if 
not hundreds, of higher resolution entities in order to get spatial information, and risking a 
cascade of disaggregations from other aggregate units. 

Since the analyst is best postured to understand the goals of the analysis and the specific 
scenario being studied, the analyst should specify the control of entity interactions by 
determining appropriate resolution interactions as a function of time, space, or scenario- 
based events. The control structure is conceptualized as a set of rules that state the specific 
conditions in which disaggregation, aggregation, and cross-resolution interactions occur, 
based on entity types, the relative resolution of the interacting entities, spatial or temporal 
boundaries, or other considerations. The rule set offers considerable flexibility on the part 
of the analyst to craR the execution of the simulation according to the requirements of the 
analysis. There is no inherent reason for any given entity to require a change in resolution 
when it interacts with another entity, even if it is of different resolution. Cross-resolution 
modeling is always an option and can be essential in achieving overall efficient use of 
analysis and computational resources. 
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Application to Use Cases 

In this section four use cases are discussed. In each case, there are many choices available 
for modeling the interactions described. Given the purposes of the analysis, each use case 
would perhaps be modeled in a different way, but the basic choices with respect to 
resolution remain the same. The interaction must be done either on a same resolution level, 
or via a cross-resolution interaction. 

Use Case I: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
A Blue brigade commander has ordered an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to reconnoiter a 
ridge twenty kilometers from the front line of troops to search for high value targets. 
Assume that a UAV has level-n resolution. Assuming company resolution, the brigade 
entity spawns the UAV which posts a sensor footprint to, say, the ground truth entity (the 
ground truth entity is an arbiter of what is true versus what is perceived). Without loss of 
generality, it can be assumed that the ground truth function will report any simulation 
entities to the UAV that have a nonempty intersection between their emission footprint and 
the sensor footprint. As the UAV flies out to the area of interest it is convenient to assume 
that it incurs no interactions, i.e., no one tries to shoot down the UAV. As the UAV sensor 
footprint approaches the aggregated representation of a Red company, an interaction is 
scheduled in the simulation. The form of this interaction can either 1) be at the same 
resolution level, or 2) require a cross-resolution interaction. 

In the first option, the units interact at the same resolution level, requiring one or both 
disaggregate into components. The UAV cannot aggregate to the level of a company, so the 
company must into disaggregate into itendsystem components. This process requires 
several things: first, some aspect of the company must exist to maintain the concept of the 
aggregate unit (the company). Second, the individual itendsystems must be created (or 
retrieved from database) and initialized (emplaced on the terrain, given orders, perceptions, 
and status). The collection of disaggregated entities is re-evaluated by the UAV in order to 
determine which itendsystems are detected. Since the interacting entities are at a natural 
resolution to effect interactions, the flow of events are as expected. As long as the UAV 
sensor footprint intersects that of at least one of the company itedsystems, the company 
remains in a disaggregated state. If the UAV moves out of range of any company 
itendsystem, the company can evaluate whether it should aggregate or not. 

One concern is that a single disaggregation will set off a chain of other disaggregations. 
One plausible scenario is that the Red company is engaged in direct fire attrition on one 
flank with a Blue aggregate unit when the UAV appears and the Red company 
disaggregates. The Blue unit now has to either disaggregate as well, or subscribe to some 
cross-resolution attrition method. If the Blue unit disaggregates, then its itendsystems that 
are engaged with other aggregate enemy units will force them to disaggregate and so on 
until the effect of disaggregation is bounded by the connectedness of the battle. 
Unfortunately, this connectedness may include nearly all units being modeled. This is an 
inherent problem with variable resolution modeling -- how to control aggregation and 
disaggregation activities so that they serve the purposes of the analyst. 

In the second option, executing a cross-resolution interaction, the UAV could report the 
existence of a company-size unit with approximate center of mass and dispersion statistics. 
It would not report the location of individual itedsystems, because, as an aggregated unit, 
the Red company likely has no detailed information on the locations of its components 
(vehicles). To maintain locations of individual systems within the aggregate representation 
is an unnecessary computational burden and at variance with the intent to perform analysis 
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using aggregate combat elements. Thus it seems reasonable for the interaction between a 
UAV and an aggregate combat unit to be modeled at a low level of detail that is appropriate 
to the analysis requirements. 

Quite typically, an aggregated unit (at the battalion or company level) maintains information 
on the types and quantities of its operational component systems. It may also keep 
information on its combat posture or activity and a geometric description of its allocation 
(percentages) of systems to its various “sectors” specified in the geometric description. 

Another way of effecting a cross-resolution interaction is to perform aggregate level 
modeling, but with more detail for interactions between UAVs and ground combat units. It 
is assumed that a justification exists to represent the UAV’s capability with greater 
resolution when interacting with a ground unit. When the UAV interacts with the Red 
company, a specially developed method is provided to emulate the more detailed operation 
of the UAV. The method could enable the aggregate unit to estimate the locations of its 
component systems based on the current state of the aggregate unit. Variables of interest 
might be the combat posture (attack, defend, road march, etc.), orientation, doctrinal 
patterns for system positioning (a template), dispersion measures, and terrain 
characteristics. Based on the estimated locations, the UAV would receive location data on 
the itendsystems that could be “seen” with the UAV’s sensor and footprint coverage. The 
problem with this type of interaction is that if the UAV remains on station to observe this 
unit, it will require another interaction which forces the company to estimate locations of 
component systems repeatedly. If the requirement is imposed that there be some temporal 
coherence to the locations of the systems, the computational burden is increased. Temporal 
coherence means that if system X is observed at location (xl,yl,zl) at time tl, and at 
(x2,y2,z2) at time t2, then if tZtl=At is small then [[(xl,yl,zl) - (x2,y2,z2)1] is small and is 
nearly equal to the estimated velocity times At within a specified error distribution. Failure 
to perform this level of modeling well leads to the problem of temporal inconsistency. 

Taking this example further, assume that since the UAV is seeking high value targets, it 
uses the cross-resolution approach, either with or without temporal coherence, to locate a 
specific itendsystem type, say a communications truck, and relay the location to an artillery 
unit for a fire mission. What has been imposed as a special interaction between a UAV and 
an aggregated unit is now propagated to an interaction between an artillery unit and an 
aggregate ground combat unit. Given that the artillery executes the fire mission at the 
location given by the UAV, the interaction now is between the artillery munitions and the 
Red company. If no special modeling considerations are provided, there is no guarantee 
that the communications truck will be attritted by the artillery fire because the target was 
postulated to be there for the special cross-resolution interaction between the UAV and the 
company, not necessarily for the interaction between the artillery munitions and the 
company. This example illustrates how cross-resolution interaction effects can have subtle 
or unanticipated effects in other functional areas of the model. In order to have any 
assurance of the likelihood of the artillery rounds destroying the identified target, the cross- 
resolution modeling must be extended to interactions between artillery and ground forces, 
at least to the extent that a specific itendsystem has been targeted within the aggregate unit. 

Use Case 2: JSTARS 
Blue forces have put a JSTARS on station with orders to monitor a named area of interest 
(NAI) for brigade-sized armor units moving to the front. A JSTARS sensor platform is 
essentially an airborne radar that uses Doppler radar technology to estimate troop 
movements in an area. The desired interaction between a JSTARS and any other unit is at 
the itendsystem level. Since the sensor footprint of the JSTARS can be quite large, several 
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hundred square kilometers, the cost of modeling interactions on a same resolution basis 
could be quite high. Still, the options are to either 1) change the resolution of the entities to 
the same level, implying that the aggregate ground units in the NAI must disaggregate or, 
2) effect a cross-resolution interaction. 

In the first option, the entities change to the same resolution, Le., the aggregate ground 
units within the NAI all disaggregate to support same entity-level interactions, since the 
JSTARS does not aggregate. Disaggregation does not imply that the aggregate ground unit 
as a simulation entity disappears. It means only that the representation of the unit has 
changed from an aggregate entity composed of subordinate entities to a set of coupled and 
coordinated entities which collectively represent the aggregate. Many possibilities exist for 
this collective representation of the aggregate. It is convenient for the purposes of eventual 
re-aggregation and consistency with command and control conventions to require that a 
surrogate aggregate entity maintain an existence with essential state and (reduced) 
functionality. As an example, say that the aggregate ground units are battalions. Upon 
disaggregation to itedsystems, the battalion still exists, only now as a collection of 
coordinated itedsystems. The command function for the battalion still needs to exist, since 
it will receive orders and information from brigade headquarters (HQ), send own status and 
information to brigade HQ, and must exert command and control over the itedsystems 
which comprise it. Representation must be provided for the battalion entity in order to 
enable command and control and maintain relevant battalion-specific state by invoking the 
method to update state from child entities. 

In the second option, effecting a cross-resolution interaction, many methods are possible 
because the model of the interaction can take many forms. Assume that the required 
interaction is to provide the JSTARS with a list of component itedsystems and estimates 
of a set of specified attributes, including location and velocity. Thus if an aggregate ground 
unit contained N vehicles then a data structure equivalent to the list ( (vehicle-1, location-1, 
velocity-1), ( (vehicle-2,location-2, velocity-2), ... ( (vehicle-N, location-N, velocity-N)) 
would be provided to the JSTARS. It is assumed that the aggregate ground unit maintains 
sufficient information about its components (vehicles) to estimate their locations and 
attributes. If no temporal coherence is required, then this list is computed for every query 
from the JSTARS. On the other hand, if temporal coherence is important, it can be 
maintained within the aggregate unit, admittedly at some expense, or it can be provided by 
disaggregation of the unit. 

Use Case 3: Ballistic Anti-tank 
Blue forces employ ballistic anti-tank (BAT) munitions against a region of suspected 
armored force concentration. A BAT is a munition containing a bunch of bomblets. The 
munition is delivered, detonates in an airburst over the target area where it disgorges its 
bomblets, and they individually waft down searching for targets, seeking to achieve a 
topside detonation on an armored vehicle. Since the BAT is an aggregate, the same two 
options are available: 1) conduct a same resolution interaction, or 2) effect a cross- 
resolution entity interaction. It is reasonable to assume that models exist for a bomblet 
versus tank interaction, a BAT munition versus tank interaction, a bomblet versus multiple- 
target interaction, and a BAT munition versus multiple-target interaction. This means that 
the possibilities of interactions include cross-resolution (BAT versus tank and bomblet 
versus multiple-target) or two varieties of same resolution interaction (bomblet versus tank 
and BAT munition versus multiple-targets). These possibilities allow the interesting case of 
aggregation, as opposed to disaggregation, to achieve same-level resolution in order to 
effect the interaction. 
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Use Case 4: Aviation flight in close combat support 
An aviation unit receives orders to provide close combat air support (CAS) to Blue units 
which have encountered a concentration of armored units. A flight composed of three A-1 0 
aircraft are dispatched to the area where they identify a battalion-size Red armor unit 
deployed in four company-size groups against two Blue companies. For the purposes of 
modeling this interaction, two options are: 1) conduct a same resolution interaction, or 2) 
effect a cross-resolution entity. In option one, one plausible model is that the flight engages 
the battalion, each attritting the other until the flight is destroyed or departs the area. 
Another plausible modeling of the same resolution interaction is that the flight disaggregates 
into three distinct aircraft entities and the Red unit@) disaggregate into individual systems. 
These systems engage each other until the aircraft are destroyed or choose to leave the 
mission area, at which time they aggregate into a flight. Yet another variant is to assume 
that the aircraft, as level-n entities are actually computed by a federated model. The flight, 
when disaggregated, spawns aircraft entities which maintain essential state, but the 
execution of the functionality of the interactions with ground threats and targets are 
computed by the federated model, which updates the essential state of the surrogate entities 
representing the aircraft. 

In the second option, it becomes important to understand what the resolution level is for 
each affected entity. As an example, the Red unit could disaggregate into company size 
units and the air flight disaggregate into single aircraft with each aircraft choosing which 
companies to engage. A related option would be the same scenario, except that the Red 
units disaggregate to the platoon (or even remain at battalion) level. 

Conclusions 

For most analysis, the analyst is in control of what resolution is required to answer the 
problem issues under study. Variable resolution modeling is a feasible approach to enable 
more focused analysis but requires the ability to define and control the possible interactions 
among entities at the different levels of resolution within the model. A minimal level of 
architectural support for variable resolution modeling will include the definition of essential 
state for each entity class at each level of resolution, an aggregation method, a 
disaggregation method, a method to update surrogate state fi-om child entities, maintenance 
of a surrogate aggregate entity to complete the command and control loop, and the ability to 
flexibly define the allowable interactions as a function of space, time, resolution, or other 
criteria. Example use cases explored the ramifications of the proposed architecture 
demonstrating that cross-resolution interactions are an important capability to manage 
problems of cascading disaggregation and that a control structure to define how entities 
should interact must be driven by the analyst. 
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